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Karl Marx is the revolutionary founding father of communism and Marxism, while Niccolo Machiavelli expounded upon
the concept of realism through his work The Prince. Karl Marx was born in in Trier Germany, studying history,
philosophy, and law at the universities of Berlin.

He influenced the lives of millions of people in generations well past his. Although Marx died in March of ,
some years ago, his theories are still being studied, and in some cases, used in some governments. Actually,
that view may well be deemed the foundation of Marxism. Although Britain denied him citizenship, he
remained in London until his death. Although Marx died in March of , some years ago, his theories are still
being studied, and in some cases, used in some governments. The overall approach characterized in Marx's
theoretical writings and his analysis of capitalism can be defined as historical materialism, or the materialist
perception of history. As a historian, philosopher, and revolutionary, Karl Marx has helped shaped the society
of the past, present and future. Moreover, he was a very compassion It is important to understand that he is the
father of the present-day Marxist. The remaining two volumes were assembled and published posthumously
by Engels. Marx was the oldest surviving boy of nine children. The Communist Manifesto was their byproduct
that was introduced in January of  Throughout Marx's life, chance meetings with other professional
intellectuals and philosophers helped guide Marx to his final destination. Eventually, Marx realized that the
revolution was not imminent, and he withdrew from his associations, burying himself in the British Museum
to research the history of class conflict. Karl Marx is one person that fits this category. Everyone agrees that
Marx stands among the social thinkers with the greatest impact on the world's people. More so, his ideologies
seek to define the relationship that exists between culture and social inequality. In fact, the original ideas of
Marx have been tailored and meaning adapted to explain some of the renown political concepts. Marx and
Engels lives were drastically different from each other, although they both agreed upon the fundamental ideas
of it. The school was under surveillance and was raided in  In the few remaining years of his life, Marx wrote
almost no significant works. Karl Marx was born on May 5th, Karl Marx. Marx helped write the Communist
Manifesto one of the most important pieces of literature on Communism ever written. Success in the United
States is looked at as being a part of the elite. Marx successfully insinuated himself into the leadership of the
group, now known as the International, and delivered his famous Inaugural Address to the First International
as a triumphant proclamation of his principles.


